ABSTRACT. In this paper we will investigate the properties of normality and strong normality of lattices and their relationships to zero-one measures. We will eventually establish necessary and sufficient conditions for lattices to be strongly normal. These properties are then investigated in the case of separated lattices.
I. INTRODUCTION.
Let x be an arbitrary set and/. a lattice of subsets of X..4(/.) is the algebra generated by/., and I(/.) denotes the non-trivial zero-one valued finitely additive measures on t(/.). IR(/. will denote those , 6 . I(/.) that are/.-regular, and I(/.) consists of those , 6 . IR(/.) which are countably additive.
We first consider a number of equivalent characterizations of/-being a normal lattice, and then introduce the concept of a strongly normal lattice and give an alternate characterization of a lattice being strongly normal.
We associate next with/-, a lattice W(/-) in I{/.). Assuming/. is disjunctive, w(/-) is always a replete lattice. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for w(/-) to be a prime complete lattice. Next, we consider the set I(/.) with the topology of closed sets given by rw#(/.) consisting of arbitrary intersections of sets of w#(/.). We investigate this topological space to some extent giving necessary and sufficient conditions for it to be T2; similarly we given necessary and sufficient conditions for it to be Lindel6f; finally we consider conditions when it is normal.
The notations and terminology used in this paper are standard and are consistent with [1] , [2] , [5] , [6] and [7] . Our work on normal lattices is closely related to work done in [3] and [4] .
We begin with a brief review of some notations and some definitions for the reader's convenience.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS.
Let X be an abstract set and/. a lattice of subsets of X. We will always assume that 0 and X are in/.. If A C X then we will denote the complement of A by A" i.e., A'= X-A. If/-is a lattice of subset of X then/." is defined/.'= {L'IL 6./-} LATTICE TERMINOLOGY DEFINITION 2. 
SEPARATION OF LATTICES
We are going to state a few known facts about the separation of lattices. We will use these results later on in the paper. DEFINITION 2.11. Let I, and/-2 be two lattices of subsets of x. We say that I, separates/-2 if A2,B 6-1, and A2B = then there exists A,B 6-I, such that A C A,B C B and A fB =. 
The following properties hold d e not dict to prove. (1.) Assume that is normal we have to show that:
We have to show that LL2rA#$ for all AL such that t(A)= 1. Assume otherwise i.e., Finally since all the ultrafilters are equal we get that v v which proves that t is normal. Therefore i()= I() if is strongly normal. 4. SOME PROPERTIES wtr().
Let v I(L). Define for any E C X, (E) in] /(L'
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